
PMT DIGITAL LIMITED

£45 
each

Can light up every Twist main panel.                
The 12V transformer has surge and              

short-circuit protection and is suitable             
for use in the UK, USA and Europe

£68 
each

Holds:  Two main stands & Two main graphics

Convert the Twist hardcase into a podium         
or reception point with a graphic wrap 

advertising your brand
Available in 

The Twist shelf has a maximum load bearing 
of 2kg, which gives the option of displaying 

products or literature 

£40 
each

£40 
each

£21 
each

£40 
each

£45 
each

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Single top: attaches to one hardcase
Double top: attaches to two hardcases
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LED Light and Transformer

Double
 Hardcase Top

Single
Hardcase Top

Available in 

Twist Shelf

Single
Hardcase

Single Hardcase
Graphic Wraps

Double Hardcase
Graphic Wraps

The perfect solution for transporting      
graphics and Twist equipment. Can be    

adapted into podium or reception point with      
a graphic wrap and hardcase top

£280 
each

Twist Counter 
(with graphic)

The Twist Counter can be used free standing or 
in conjunction with the Twist Original or Media 
stands. It has been designed to take a graphic 

wrap and has a maximum weight limit of 40kilos

Prices are valid for ‘optional extras’ being ordered at the same time as 
your main order. An extra delivery charge will be incurred if ordered at a 

later date. All prices exclude VAT and are subject to change.



PMT DIGITAL LIMITED

£21 
each

The Twist Graphic Bag has a black fabric 
outer covering with carry handle and shoulder 

strap. For extra protection the inner tube 
is made from a high density cardboard.                             

Carries one graphic only

Popular aluminum Literature stand that folds 
down for easy transportation. Also available in 
A3 and A5 sizes. Carry case is included in price

£119 
each

£99 
each

£67 
each

A highly protective, lightweight and cost 
effective graphics drum. Manufactured in 

tough polyethylene for maximum protection.       
Wheels and handles for easy transportation

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

The individual Twist AV Stand is designed 
specifically to hang screen sizes up to and 

including 50” (or to a maximum weight of 18kg). 
Comes with a padded carry case and must 

be used in conjunction with a Twist Stand and 
graphic (not included in price)
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Graphic Bag

Graphic
Carry Drum

£215 
each

A4 Literature 
Stand

Available in 

Free-standing 
iPad Holder

Secure housing with security screws and allen 
key. Can be positioned portrait or landscape. 
Option to screw to floor or stand if required

£27 
each

Holds one Twist main stand (no graphics).   
Made from a black lightweight fabric and comes 

complete with a shoulder strap and moulded 
carry handle for comfort

Canvas Hardware Bag
Twist AV Stand

(Hardware only)

Prices are valid for ‘optional extras’ being ordered at the same time as 
your main order. An extra delivery charge will be incurred if ordered at a 

later date. All prices exclude VAT and are subject to change.


